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1744.2-2-22

04:00:11  1) Jones seeking 4th Major in U.S. Amateur at Merion, PA                     (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:00:21     MS Jones teeing off, gallery walking down fairway  [Kinograms]

04:00:24  2) 33rd U.S. Amateur at Pebble Beach - MCU Jones standing with          (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:01:11     hands on hips with gallery in background, Jones hitting pitch shots,
                    “Tolley, The English Star” - Cyril J.H. Tolley hitting fairway wood,
                    LS players on green with ocean in background  (1929)  [Kinograms]

04:01:12  3) “No Worlds Left For Bobby To Conquer! - Columbus, O. -                (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:02:28     Jones Adds The American Open Golf Title To His Recently Won
                    British Crown” - LS players on green of Scioto C.C. with gallery,
                    “Here’s Bobby---At Right---With William Klein” - CS Jones and
                    Klein posing with African-American man moving away in background,
                    “Big And Excited Gallery Watches Final Day’s Play”, MLS player sinking
                    short putt, gallery, MS player chipping then caddie and gallery moving past
                    him to follow ball, “The Score Board”, MLS people sitting on chairs
                    watching men changing scores, “Bobby’s Second Open Championship Cup
                    In Two Weeks---A Feat Unequaled In Golf History”, MS Jones being
                    presented trophy, CS Jones holding trophy  (1926)  [Kinograms]

04:02:31  4) several shots of Jones putting on green, gallery walking,                     (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:03:08     “Around In 69!”, MCU ball going into hole after three foot putt,
                    MCU Jones standing near practice green  (1926)  [Kinograms]

04:03:11  5) winning amateur title for third time at Minikahda, Minneapolis          (N) Jones, Bobby -2-
-04:03:47     - gallery running up hill, Jones on final green, Jones with trophy
                    (1927)  [Kinograms]

04:03:47  6) Grange unloading from ice truck and weighing block of ice,               (N) Grange, Red
-04:04:09     carrying ice on his shoulder into door of house for woman                        [also see below
                    (1926)  [Kinograms]                                                                                    04:45:17-04:45:44]

04:04:12  7) demonstration of player hitting shots in regular and slow motion,       (N) Tilden, Bill
-04:12:24     stop motion / match action / more of player hitting shots

04:12:27  8) CU, MCU posing on ship                                                                      (N) Tilden, Bill
-04:12:40     (1929)

04:12:44  9) CU, training - sparring alone, with another fighter, on road with         (N) Dempsey, Jack -1-
-04:13:12     two other men  (1919)
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04:13:13  10) Dempsey and opponent getting into ring, in ring with line of             (N) Dempsey, Jack -4-
-04:16:19     photographers posing with opponent / brawling fight action / CU
                    three reporters/announcers at ring side speaking into microphones,
                    announcer outside ring reading into microphone, Dempsey in uniform,
                    on board ship with wife, Dempsey holding wife on shoulder, being
                    filmed by still and movie cameramen, CU Dempsey

04:16:22  11) sparring match, Firpo punching training bag                                       (N) Dempsey, Jack -3-
-04:17:53

04:17:55  12) standing with wife                                                                                (N) Dempsey, Jack -3-
-04:18:06

04:18:08  13) exercising in ring - doing sit ups, etc.                                                  (N) Dempsey, Jack -3-
-04:19:22                                                                                                                          [also on 1X22
                                                                                                                                         10:35:47-10:37:03]

04:19:24  14) boxer being hit in ring by medicine ball, CU Jack Delaney,               (N) Dempsey, Jack -2-
-04:23:58     Delaney skipping rope, Berlenbach skipping rope, Delaney
                    swimming, Berlenbach doing sit ups, boxers sparring in makeshift
                    ring set up in field with people watching, various shots of Jack
                    Dempsey - sparring with littler man, skipping rope, getting massage
                    (1920s)  [Kinograms]

04:24:01  15) with manager Leo Flynn, fighters sparring                                         (N) Dempsey, Jack -2-
-04:25:23

04:25:25  16) CU Rogers Hornsby in Cub uniform, swinging bat near                    (N) Personalities:
-04:25:44     batting cage  (1929)                                                                                     HO-HT

04:25:48  17) “Rogers Hornsby Traded To Giants” - swapped for Frish and           (N) Personalities:
-04:26:13     Ring - CUs, hitting balls at home plate  [Kinograms]                                 HO-HT
                                                                                                                                          [also see 1B06
                                                                                                                                          07:00:58-
07:01:06]

04:26:18  18) “15,000 Excited Fans Follow Bobby’s Triumph”                               (S) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:26:42     - gallery running, players on green with clubhouse in background             [also below
                                                                                                                                          04:33:40-
04:34:03]

1744.2-1-29

04:26:46  1) Washington, D.C. - game action of Chicago Bears beating                  (S) Grange, Red
-04:28:39     Washington All-Stars 19-0, MCU Grange on sideline
                    [Pathe News]
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04:28:44  2) Jones teeing off, putting, MCU, teeing off with water in                      (S) Jones, Bobby
-04:31:33     background (Pebble Beach?), bunker shot,

04:29:46      gallery running down fairway after shot,                                                     [also on 1P10
-04:29:57                                                                                                                          01:01:40-01:01:47]

                    LS gallery on course, MLS Jones putting, LS gallery with ocean
                    in background

04:30:29      gallery watching players                                                                              [also on 1X23
-04:30:34                                                                                                                          23:47:18-23:47:22]

                    players on green surrounded by gallery, men shaking hands, MCS man
-04:31:33     smiling, Jones with club under his arm, Jones putting, missing short putt

04:31:38  3) being greeted at railroad station in Atlanta after winning fourth           (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:32:32     major tournament , African-American porter, holding boy in his
                    arms, posing with four major championship trophies
                    (1930)  [Universal Newspaper Newsreel]

04:32:39  4) “Well Done Bobby!”- receiving heroes welcome in New York City    (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
                    ticker tape parade upon return from England, HA autos in parade

04:33:06      Jones with Mayor Walker at City Hall, policeman, and others,                  [also on 1P10
-04:33:09     shaking hands                                                                                              01:01:31-01:01:37]

04:33:10      HA large crowd at City Hall
-04:33:37

04:33:40  5) “15,000 Excited Fans Follow Bobby’s Triumph”                                 (N) Jones, Bobby -2-
-04:34:03     - gallery running, players on green with clubhouse in background             [also above
                                                                                                                                          04:26:18-
04:26:42]

04:34:08  6) CU Jones smiling                                                                                   (N) Jones, Bobby -2-
-04:34:12

04:34:14  8) practicing in regular and slow motion probably at Newport,                (S) Tilden, Bill
-04:35:06     falling down after serve  (ca. 1922)  <some decomp>

04:35:14  9) hitting balls                                                                                            (S) Tilden, Bill
-04:35:31     [The Sport Review]

04:35:34  10) playing doubles with train going by in background                             (N) Tilden, Bill
-04:36:01
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04:36:03  11) training, exhibition - sign: “Dempsey Boxes Every Day At 3PM...”  (N) Dempsey, Jack -1-
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-04:38:07     Dempsey walking to ring with African-American boxer and others,
                    crowd in line, buying tickets, exhibition bout, Firpo punching bag

04:38:10  12) playing with monkey, climbing tree, punching bag, running              (N) Dempsey, Jack -1-
-04:39:24     in circle  (1921)

04:39:29  13) CUs                                                                                                      (N) Dempsey, Jack -1-
-04:39:39

04:39:44  14) listening to woman playing harmonica - Mayor Kendrick                  (N) Dempsey, Jack -1-
-04:39:50     [International Newsreel]

04:39:53  16) bucking daughter on his back on beach, with Estelle Taylor               (N) Dempsey, Jack -3-
-04:49:23     at bottom of stairs

04:40:27  17) sparring, CU woman, posing with woman operating steam shovel,    (N) Dempsey, Jack -3-
-04:44:02     with woman in crowd, with bride being met in railroad station in
                    Paris by Carpentier / starting training in New York, Dempsey
                    referring bout between two boys, car with sign: “Welcome Home
                    Jack Dempsey

04:44:06  18) instruction being given in middle of ring by referee to Dempsey       (N) Dempsey, Jack -2-
-04:44:36     and Tunney, fighters waiting in their corners for opening bell,
                    fighter entering ring  (1929)

04:44:40  19) Dempsey reading contract with another man, exhibition match          (N) Dempsey, Jack -2-
-04:45:14     ocean in background, two men with arms on each others shoulders,
                    man bouncing on medicine ball, punching bag, CU, being greeted by
                    crowd, CU, speaking from back of train

04:45:17  20) weighing block of ice, CU carrying ice on shoulder, men with           (S) Grange, Red
-04:46:23     movie cameras filming Grange shaking hands with boy on                       [also see above
                    sidelines, CU in helmet, game action on muddy field in slow motion        04:03:47-04:04:09]

04:46:26  21) putting, standing with club under his arm                                            (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:46:38

04:46:42  22) MCU on sidelines, game action, MCU on sidelines                            (S) Grange, Red
-04:47:09                                                                                                                          [sound-narration]

04:47:13  23) CU in  helmet, game action on muddy field in slow motion               (S) Grange, Red
-04:47:25                                                                                                                          [sound-British
                                                                                                                                          narration]
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04:47:28  24) CU Jones smiling, slow motion bunker shot, practicing putts            (S) Jones, Bobby
-04:47:55     and chip shots                                                                                              [sound-narration]
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04:47:58  25) winning medal and trophy at age 28 at British Amateur?                   (N) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:49:39     - teeing off, gallery, putting, teeing off, another golfer teeing off,              [sound]
                    putting, being presented trophy  (1930)

04:49:42  26) Jones giving instruction to Frank Craver, Joe E. Brown                     (N) Jones, Bobby -2-
-04:52:54     losing bet  [from series How I Play Golf]                                                    [sound]

04:52:57  27) with little Bill Johnston, with President Harding on White House     (S) Tilden, Bill
-04:53:31     court                                                                                                             [sound-narration]
                                                                                                                                          [also on 1S17
                                                                                                                                          00:42:11-
00:42:24]

04:53:35  28) with bride                                                                                             (N) Dempsey, Jack -1-
-04:53:39                                                                                                                          [sound-narration]

04:53:43  29) CU, with farm animals, pitching hay, planting, playing with             (N) Dempsey, Jack -4-
-04:55:05     children on his back, climbing tree, with dog, CU                                      [sound-narration]

1744.2-2-22

04:55:09  20) MCU on sidelines - last year as active player                                      (N) Grange, Red
-04:55:23                                                                                                                          [sound-narration]

04:55:25  21) sitting next to tree eating fruit                                                              (S) Dempsey, Jack
-04:55:37                                                                                                                          [sound-narration]

04:55:38  22) with Hanna Williams at dinner table                                                   (N) Dempsey, Jack -4-
-04:56:15                                                                                                                          [sound-narration]

1744.2-4-1

04:56:17  1) early MCU of Jones smiling                                                                  (S) Jones, Bobby -1-
-04:56:40

1744.2-3-1

04:56:43  1) MCU in overcoat, playing doubles, two players standing next to         (S) Tilden, Bill
-05:01:17     each other, MCU Tilden with racket, MCU, standing at net with
                    other player, playing singles match, crowd looking back and forth


